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The NIU-Naperville Regional
Center is a multi-purpose facility
that serves area educational needs
yet caters to outside clients as a
conference center.
“The furnishings needed to be
up-to-date, comfortable, durable
and technologically advanced,” said
Project Manager/Designer Beth
Simmons. “KI offers a diverse collection of furnishings for classrooms,
comfort areas and auditoriums.”
According to Regina Girdauskas,
Director, NIU-Naperville Regional
Center, “The furnishings really
make a statement. People see
them and are impressed. We have
not advertised and the meeting
spaces are full.”
In the upscale conference room is
a wood-edged Venue table
surrounded by KI’s AGI Cinturon
Executive chairs. The resource
room has a unique pinwheel
configuration of PowerComm
study carrels and Torsion pedestal
chairs. Concerto seating with
Power and Data puts technology
within reach in the auditorium.

“KI offers a diverse collection of
furnishings for classrooms, comfort
areas and auditoriums.”

Product List
Venue Tables
AGI Cinturon Executive Seating
PowerComm Table System
Torsion Pedestal Seating
Versa Chairs
Concerto Seating with Power and Data
AGI Bantam Chairs
Seminar Tables
Piretti Collection Managerial Seating
Portico Tables
PowerUp Modules
Folding Training Tables
AGI TeaCup Lounge Seating
AGI Cody Lounge Seating
AGI Devon Tables

“KI furnishings were selected
because they are progressive,”
Simmons says. “Technology is
available with PowerUp modules
on the worksurfaces.”
Yet there’s no need to sacrifice
comfort for technology. “We’ve
gotten feedback from the students
on the KI seating. They never
expected to be treated like such
VIP’s with quality and comfort in
the classroom,” says Girdauskas.
In addition to technology and
comfort, the furnishings also work
well aesthetically. “Fabrics and
finishes were selected so that the
pieces are interchangeable from
one part of the facility to another,”
explains Girdauskas. This allows
NIU-Naperville to easily adapt to
changing needs.
In the special events room and in
classrooms, ergonomic Piretti
Managerial chairs, flexing Torsion
pedestal chairs and Versa 4-leg
chairs offer superb comfort with
Seminar, PowerComm, Portico
and Folding Training tables.

“ We ’ v e g o t t e n f e e d b a c k f r o m t h e
students on the KI seating. They never
expected to be treated like such VIP’s
with quality and comfort in the
classroom.”

Comfort, beauty and innovation.
According to Girdauskas the
furnishings throughout the facility
are “a true marriage of aesthetics
and function.”
“The appearance makes a statement of luxury and an upscale
facility,” she adds. “The furnishings
are a very clear example of how
appearance and purpose can
blend beautifully.”
KI’s AGI TeaCup sofa and TeaCup
chairs (far left) with convenient
tablet arms enhance the welcoming
ambiance of the spectacular atrium
entry. In comfortable lounge areas
throughout the building, AGI Cody
lounge seating and AGI Devon
side tables (near left) present a
welcome oasis.

“The furnishings are a very clear example of how appearance
a n d p u r p o s e c a n b l e n d b e a u t i f u l l y. ”

You make the rules.
We make the rest.™
Of course KI solutions work
better for you. They’re made
for you. No one pays more
attention to customer needs
than we do. We don’t design
our furniture to win awards
(even though it does). We
don’t rely on one-size-fits-all
solutions (even though they
would make our life easier).
We find out what the market
needs. And, we make it. The
same applies to our service,
distribution…everything we
do. KI solutions work, because
we’re working for you.
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